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One oft¥ importa11t restrictions governing the design of tilling

pad thrust bearings is the maximum allowable white metal temper
ature. However, adequate guidance on typical pad operating tem
peratures has not been available in established lubrication hand
books. New pad temperature da1a from I 2 lest bearings have been 
combined with previously published work to provuk a source of 
information covering a diverse range of proven bearing types and 
siz.es. 

The collected i-nfonnation has been presented as the difference 
between the ·maximum pad and oil supply tempe�atures at fixed 
values of bearing pressure against mean sliding speed. Clear trends 
have been found in the da_ta which have enabled curves of typical 
btaring performance to be drawn through the t,._d usults. The 
differences between the type of lubrica111 feed ("flooded" or "low 
loss"l"directed") arid the pivot position ( center or offset) have been 
highlighted. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tilting-pad thrust bearings are a very efficient means of 
transferring large thrust loads from rotating shafts to sur
rounding structures. Since the generation of the lubricating 
film is entirely automatic, and its presence eliminates wear, 
tilting-pad units have proved to be the most appropriate 
type of bearing in many areas of industry. 

As with all technologies, there are a number of funda
mental limitations that define a tilting-pad's range of suit
able applications. One such limit is the maximum safe work
ing temperature of the traditional white metal face; hence,

the assessment of pad temperature is an essential part of 
bearing performance prediction. Consequently, a statement 
of performance must be considered incomplete if it does 
not contain an estimate of pad temperature. 
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The successful introduction of tilling-pad technology was 
largely due to the good agreement between the operation 
of modest size pads and the predictions of simple hydro
dynamic theory. With the general.trend for larger bearings 
and more ·arduous duties-, the prediction of pad tempera
ture has gained imponance. Although the laws of ther
modynamics are well understood, there is no complemen
tary simple thermodynamic model of bearing performance 
for the prediction of operating temperatures. Historically,_ 
experimental results have been the only reliable source of 
pad temperature information. Early formulae for predict
ing pad temperatures were based on bearing' observations, 
and even today's computer models rely heavily on test data 
for setting up a number "of parame-ters used· in the pc• fur� 
mance calculations; hen·ce; the ·consolidation of experimen
tal results into coherent pad temperature information is of 
prime importance to lubrication engineers. 

For many years, various technical journals have published 
temperature data obtained from ):>earing tests, but very few 
anicles have drawn together 'the results from different bear
ings to see if there is a consistent overall pattern to the 
_reported results. This paper uses ·previously unpublished 
test results from the authors' company in combination with 
other published work, to form a general source of i"nfor
mation on typical bearing temperatures. 

APPLICATION OF PAD TEMPERATURE DATA 

In general, the performance of a thrust bearing is bounded 
by a limiting duty curve incorporating three basic concepts. 
Figure l, as suggested by Martin (J ), shows a typical limiting 
curve sketched on a bearing duty diagram. The left-hand 
segment of the curve represents a minimum acceptable film 
thickness condition. Since the film thickness is a function of 
the lubricant viscosity, the location of this part of the bound
ary curve depends upon oil grade and bearing operating 
temperature. The horizontal segment of the boundary curve 
is derived from limiting stress levels around the pad pivot. 
This stress condition, which is not· affected by temperature 
considerations, fixes the maximum bearing load. The final 
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Fig. 1-Limits to thrust bearing operation 

segment of the bounda11· curve, to the right-hand side of 
the bearing duty diagram, arises from the high pad tem
peratures generated at high sliding speeds. White metal has 
a sufficiendy low melting point for its yield strength to cause 
concern in applications where high speeds and loads are 
expected. 

Thus, pad temperature information is required by de
signers to keep bearing duties within the temperature limit 
imposed by the white metal surface. In addition, pad tem
perature data have a much wider application, since it can 
be used as a guide to oil film temperatures and, hence, 
power loss over the whole range of operating duties. 

PUBLISHED PAD TEMPERATURE INFORMATION 

A review of published test results has revealed a nur:nber 
of papers (2)-(J /) containing suitable data on steel thrust 
pads with -white metal faces. These particular references 
were chosen becau�c thc:f give ternpen,tures·for pads typical 
of designs in general use. The pad shapes teste(\.are either · 

. sector-shaped or closely approximate to a sector shape, with 
pad .length-to-width ratios in-the range 1.0 to I .45. Readings 
of maximum pad and oil supply· temperatures are common 

. f.O all the references (2)-(1 J), and sufficient data are given 
to describe each test condition by. mean sliding speed and 

bearing pressure. Table I summarizes the important pad 
details and range of operating conditions covered by the 
tests. 

The measurement of maximum pad temperature needs 
some discussion since the results can be affected by exper
imental technique. New (5) shows that there is a consider
able variation in temperature across the full extent of a pad 
face, about 40°C at a pressure of 2.0 MPa and sliding speed 
of 62 m·s- 1

• Therefore, it is important to place thermo
couples in the hottest part of the pad. Gregory (4) compares 
readings taken from two relatively well-separated locations 
near the pad trailing edge. The position of these points on 
the mean pad diameter and adjacent to the outside diameter 
arc shown approximately in Fig. 2(a). The results show tem
perature differences of less than 8°C between the two points 
for mean pad pressures between 0 and 2.8 MPa, at a sliding 
speed of ll0m·s- 1

. 

In a later paper, Capitao, Gregory and Whitford (8) also 
compare readings from two measuring points, one near the 
trailing edge and the other half way to the pad pivot. For 
these two points, a difference of less than 5°C was found 
over the pressure range 0. to 2.8 MP.i at sliding speeds of 
48 and 120 m·s- 1

• As sho_wn in Fig. 2(a), these two refer
ences compare information. from three locations, and the 
hottest part o_f a pad seems to. be in a region defined by 
these .three points. This result agrees with the findings of 
Ke�tleborough, Dudley and Baildon (12). Their compre
hensive measurements of pad tei:nperatures, see I:ig. 2(b)., 
show shallow temperature gradients. around the hottest part 
of a. pad operating at a pressure of 3 MPa and sliding speed 
of 12 m·s- 1

• Consequently, placing a thermocouple in this 
hot-spot.i:egion can be expected to give a good indication 
of maximum pad temperature. 

In addition-to the temperature differences over the white 
metal face, the temperature gradient through the-thickness 
of the pad must be considered. The white metal surface, 
being in contact with the source of heat, is hotter than the 
back of the pad. Typical-industrial pads are rather thin for 
accurate measurement of the transverse ·thermal· gr·adient, 

. TABLE I-PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED TEST RESULTS 

REF. FIRST PAD PIVOT OIL 
NUMBER Aun10R W10TH POSN. FEED 

- - mm - -

(2) Elwell 184 C F 
(3) Bielec 28 C F+L 
(./) Gregory 67 O+C F 

{.5) New 29 C F+L 
(6) Gardner 38 C F 
(7) Capitao 95 C F 

108 C F 
(8) Capitao 67 C F 

76 C F 
(9) Leopard 40 C F 

(10) Mikula 67 C F+L 
(JJ) Neal 33 C F 

Pivot position: C = Center pivot 
Oil Feed: F = Flooded housing 

ISO SLIDING MEAN 
VG SPEED PRESSURE 
- m-s-1 MPa 

100 2.5-10 0.3-3.4 

68 10-76 1.4-5.5 

32 llO 0.0-2.8 

68 62 1.0-4.0 

32 50-63 0.7-3.5. 

32 25-120 0.0-3.5 

32 20-140 0.0-2.8 

32 40-146 0.0-2.8 

32 48-160 0.0-2.8 

68 10-100 1.0-7.0 

32 45-144 3.45 

32 19 0.7-2.8 

0 = Offset pivot 
L = Low loss (Directed) 
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Fig. 2-Comparlson of thermocouple locations and hot-spot regions 

but Elwell, Gustafson, and Reid (2) report temperature 
readings arthree locations through the thickness of a rea-

. sonably sized pad in a marine application. At a load of 
3.-1 MPa and a sliding speed of l O m ·s - 1, the temperature.
differen'ce across the hot-spot r.egion of the pad is about 
30°C. This is approaching 40 percent of the temperature
difference between the hot-spot and oil supply tempera
tures. In percentage terms, this is comparable to the dif
ferences around the pad face reported by New (5). Hence, 
locating thermocouples close to the pad surface is as im
portant as placing them in the hot-sp<;>t region-. Most of the 
references report placing therm(X:ouples up to 1.6 mm from 
the white metal surface. The most notable exception is Neal 
U 1 ), who states that his thermocouples were positioned in 
the steel backing 2.5 mm (about 20 percent of the pad thick
ness) from the pad surface. 

Table 1 shows that most information is available for center
pivoted.pads operating in a flooded housing. Much less data 
are available for center-pivoted pads operacing with a low 
loss (directed) type of  oil supply. With the exception of 
Gardner ("6), who does present some test results, offset
pivoted pads are only mentioned in passing, so this impor
tant class of bearing is very poorly represented. Refer
ences (2) to (11) contain sufficient information to establish 
the trends for center pivot pads in flooded housings. Con
sequently, of the new data presented in this paper, only one 
set of test results is concerned with this type of bearing; 
much more information is presented for offset pivot and 
low loss types. The new data originate from test work car
ried out in the authors' company over a period of years. 
The basic details of the tests performed are shown in Ta
ble 2 with apparatus and instrumentation being described 
in the next two sections. 

APPARATUS 

Two completely separate test rigs were involved in the 
work. The horizontal shaft arrangement shown schemati
cally in Figs. 3 and4 was ernployed fw tests. ''.i" to "x" of 

I 
' 

Table 2. Tests "xi" and "xii'' were carried out wi�h the ver
tical shaft arrangement shown in Fig. 5 . 

In every case, loading of the test thrust pads was achieved 
by a series of hydraulic pistons in the retaining ring of an 
oppos•ing tilting-pad thrust bearing. For tests "i" and ''.ii;"
and "iy" to "ix''- the opposing bearing was located in the 
same housing as the test bearing on the opposite side of the 
rhrnst ,:-olbr. This configuration is shown by the solid lines 
in Figs. 3 and 4. In contrast, tests "iii," ''x," "xi;' and .. "xii'' 
utilized separate housings for the loading system and the 
test bearing, respectively. This ·is .shown for rests "iii" and 
"x" by the br.oken lines in Figs. 3 and 4. 

The horizontal rig was capable of testing either flooded 
or low loss lubricated bearings: Thus, tests "i" to "iii" used 
flooded lubrication with oil entry and exit points as shown 
in Fig. 3. Tests "iv" to "x" had· the low loss arrangement 
shown in Fig. 4. In these latter cases, the oil was supplied 
via galleries machined .in the' retaining ring, a typical ex
ample cif which is given by the photograph, Fig. 6. Jets of 
oil emerge from the holes between the pads seen in Fig. 6 
and impinge directly on the collar. Oil leaves the housing 
by the very large drain in its lower half. This arrangement 
ensures that the collar is free to rotate without incurring 
punitive energy losses due to churning of oil retained in 
the housing. 

In all the horizontal shaft tests, the temperature for oil 
supply to the housing was in the range 43 to 50°C. This
temperature was measured by a thermocouple in the p•ipe
work immediately prior to entry in the housing as shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4. 

The vertical rig tests were carried out with test bea1·ings 
in which the oil was completely contained within the casing 
and free from any external lubricant supply.- The natural 
pumping action of the thrust face is used to circulate the 
lubricant in the casing and past a water cooler which absorbs 
the heat generated by the bearing. Figure 5 shows the way 
in which the oil flow path is constra\ned by the housing, 
and the point at which oil temperature was measured just 
before entry to the thrust chamber, In preparing th_tt results 

' 
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Ti;.�T PAD 

Nt.:MllER W(PTH 
- mm

i 68 
ii 12 
iii 4,8 
iv 40 
·v. -10 
vi 43:5 
'\'ii 22.5, 
,·iii 40 
1ix �0-� 
X 29 

ii ·010
'{ .. 

49 ·xn
·, .. 

. \ . .  
:r,v·�1. posmon :-
Oil feed : 

TC$t ·rig -• 

P1\·0T 
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-

0 

;, 0 

0 

I C 
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I C 
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1, 

fj ;, 
'1, () 
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.. ,:, C 
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OJL ISO .SLIOISG 
FEED \'G SrtED 
-

- m-s-1

F 46 14-77
46 6-64

F 32 21-26.
L 46 15-73
L 46 15-74
L 46 ,)6-81

- L 46 44-89
L 46.'·'''

;;, . 15-73 
;14-.62 L 32 

<. ' 
L 46 37 

' 
F 46 7-22
F 46 7-22

C = Center ph·ot 
F · = Flooded housing 
H = Horizontal 

MEAN PAD 

PRtsSllR£ 01D 

MPa mm 

0.5-5.5 240 
0.5-3.5 133 
1.0-3.5 175 

.0.5-�.5 176 
0.5-5.0 176 
,0,5-4.0 191 
0.5-5.0 191 
·0.5-5.5 176 
1.5-3.5 175 

4.2 16.2 
1.5-7.0, 176 
1,.5-7.0 I 75· 

So. Of 
PADS PER TEST Trsr 
BtARl:--:G RIG Pos:--. 

6 H I 

24 H I 
8 H 

8 H I 
8 H I 
8 Ii I 

16 H 

8 H I 
,12' H l 

12 H E 

8 V E 

8 ·V ..., E 

" O -;= Offset P.ii·oi _ 
. •[ L ·= Low loss (Directed) 

V = Venic;a_l 
.Test posii.ion : I = Test.and lo�ding E = �adi,ng P?-?S e;,,;\ein-!l.

,pads in o.ne casing to .test ,pa1 c��jpg 
... 

. 11:$T .ll!Rl/ST 
Ul>S 

POJMT·or O[L 
Tt-'U'EUTiiJti 
KUSUOOOt----"t'.'.! 

Fig. 3-Schematic arrangement for tests I to Iii• (flooded lubrication) 

which follow, it is this Ya\ue which has been taken as supply 
temperature for tests "xi" -and "xii." During these two tests, 
the supply temperature \'aried between 40 and 60°C, de
pending on the speed and load applying in each case. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Pad maximum temperatures were recorded using ther
mocouples embedded in the steel backing material at a po

sition which has remained standard lhroughout. This po
sition is at the center of the trailing outboard quadrant of 
a pad which is defined, as shown in Fi:g. 2(c), by the radial 

. . 

line passing through the pivot and the mean pressure di• 

ameter. This position is in agreement with experience gained 
from \'ery early tilting-pad experiments in the authors' com
pany, and with the optimum location suggested by other 
investigators such as Capitao, Gregory and Whitford (8) and 
Elwell (13). Comparison with the test results shown by 
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) further confirms the suitability of the 
chosen location. 

The thermocouples were placed in test thrust pads be
tween I mm and 2 mm beneath the lubricated surface, de
pending on the overall size of the pad and thickness uf its 

,,·hite metal l.irer. These depths are in general agreement 

with those used brother investigators and described earlier. 
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METHOD OF COMPARING DAT A 

The sets of test results to be compared are listed in Ta
bles 1 and 2. Since this inform.ation has been gained from
a variety of bearing designs, tested in different facilities to
different pmcedures, an appreciable amount of scauer can
be expected. Furthermore, the Lest units originate from
different design offices and there are substantial differ
ences between the various pad and housing geometries, but
all th b · ' · c earmgs repre$ent typ-es that 1 i ·ave Q(jt:;i1 ·_in pi:oduc-.   

LOWING THIWST 

PA.OS 

JC)ftRNAl, 

HYORAUUC 
PISTONS 

tion. Thus, the conclusions to be drawn must be considered 
as guides tq the performance of bearings in general r:ather 
than the performance of a specific device. 

In addition to the·bearing geometry, there are a number 
of operational parameters "that have' a substantial-effec,t,.::m 
the running temperatuJCe; hence, .the means of comparing 
results must isolate the most significant parameters. The 
presentation of absoh.ite temperature values cis ·unsatisfa�
tory since the maximum pad value can be expected to ehange 
with the general level of bearing temperature. The maxi
n:ium pad temperature -is-closely related to the temperature 
of the oil as it enters the lubricating film at the ieading edge
of the pad; however, this oil temperature is not often mea-
sured during the course of bearing tests and is rarely mea
sured in working bearings. For the re'sults of the study to 
be of practical use; the analysis must be restricted to tem
perature measurements that are readily available. 

Since all the reports mention the supply temperature 
to the bearing housings, this oil supply -temperature has 
been used to overcome the problem of overall bearing tem
perature level. Thus, all the pad temperature data have 
been presented in this tepo_rt as the difference between the 
maximum pad and oil supply temperatures. The oil feed 
temperatures given in Refs. (2) to (J J) are all between 46 
and 50°C, and the range 43 to 50°C covers the bulk of tests 

Fl.g. 6-�xample low loss bearing 
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listed in Table 2; hence, most of the results have been ob
tained at, similar oil feed temperatures, and this variable will 
ha\'.e little influence on the comparisons._

The two operating parameters that can be exp·ened to 
have most influence on the results are mean sliding speed 
and pad pressure. To emph,1size the effects of these two 
parameters, the collected information is pr:esented at fixed 
mean pressure values against an axis of sliding speed. Con
wurs of 1.4, 2.8, and 4.1 MPa (200,400, and 600 psi) have 
been chosen since they cover common operating conditions, 
while avoiding a confusing scatter of points. In most cases, 
interpolation between test points has been necessary to ex
tract information at the required operating conditions. Un
fortunately, some valuable information is lost in this process 
ll'here there is an insufficient range of test results to perform 
the interpolation. One example of this loss is the work of 
Mikula and Gregory (/0) whose results are all at 3.4 l\-f Pa 
(500 psi). 

There are two major design features that are known to 
have a strong influence on pad performance. The infor
mation in each of Refs. (J), (5), and (J 0) has been presented 
so as to highlight the advantages of low loss oil feed over 
the traditional flooded housing. These three references agree 
that the difference in maximum pad temperatures can be 
expected to rise to about l 5°C at a sliding speed of 60 m ·s - 1.
Only Gardner (6) details the substantial differences between 
offset-and center-pivoted pads; showing a 20 t◊ 2.5,°C dif
ference at a sliding speed of 50 m-s- 1

• Since these two de
sign featur�s do have a strong- influence on pad tempera
ture, the test results have been divided into four groups 
according to pivot position and feed type. 

PRESENTATION OF PAD 

TEMPERATURE INFORMATION 

Figures 7 tp IO show-the collected maximum pad tem
perature d

0

ata presented according to pivot position and oil 
feed arrangement. Points representing r;lata derived from 
published work are annotated with their reference list num
ber. The remaining points are taken from the tests listed 
in Table 2. A� expecte_d, there is a c:onsiderable ainount of 
scatter on most of the four figures. A certain amount of 
scatter is always expected since the results obtained from 
indiYidual pads are critically dependent upon the mainte
nan<ce of fine tolerances. All the new data presented show 
the average of hot-spot temperatures in the ring of pads 
making up a thrust face. In the authors' experience, in 
common with leopard (9), differences of 20°C between the 
hottest and coldest running pads are typical for most ap
plications. Since it is common practice to instrument only a 
limited number of pads in a complete ring, the differences 
between pads can explain part of the 30°C spread of results 
shown on Figs. 7 and 8. Despite the scatter of points on 
Figs. 7 to I 0, there are clearly discernible trends, and curves 
characteristic of the bearing types have been drawn through 
each set of data. Since the spread of results is generally 
greater than expected, the test results have been examined 
for systematic causes of these-variations. Within the limits 
imposed by the available data, the effects of bearing ge-

ometry, oil supply condition, and experimental practice are 
considered in the next three paragraphs. 

Many aspects of bearing geometry are not ·quamifiable, 
but are characteristic of different styles of design. Although 
the differences between two styles of bearings may be quite 
marked, there is generallr insufficient data available to as
sess the benefits in pad temperature. One easily quantified 
parameter that is normally considered important is the pad 
size .. Figure 11 has been drawn using the data for center
pivoted pads operating in a flooded casing. The figure shows 
that for pads up to 150 mm long there is no obvious trend 
.of rising temperature with pad size, in the sliding speed 
range of 40 to 50 m·s - 1

• Repeating this exercise at o'ther 
speed ranges up to 80 m·s - I also gives the same result. This 
is in agreement with the theoretical work of Ettles (14) who 
shows that at typical operating duties, the trend of increas
ing temperature with pad size should only start for pads 
larger than about 150 rrim. 

The viscosity grade and flow rate of oil supplied to test 
bearings can be expected to have an .influence on pad tem
peratures. Using Table I with Fig. 7, it can be ·seen that 
there is no consistent linking between thick oils (high-viscosity 
oil grades) and high temperatures; however, this result has 
been demonstrated for only the limited range of oil viscosity 
grades present in this study. The effect of oil quantity has 
been shown in Refs. (J), (4), (5), (7), (8), and (9). The result 
in each reference has been that· provided sufficient oil is 
passed through the bearin,g to adequately cool the pads, the 
pad temperature is relatively insensitive to changes in the 
flow rate. This condition is satisfied if the rise of oil ·tem
perature as it passes through the housing is kept co less than 
about l 7°C, depending on the type of bearing. Since it is 
normal.manufacturing practice to specify an oil flow suf
ficiently large to ensure adequate pad: cooling, it is reasons 
able to assume that the data given ·in the references relates 
to adequately cooled pads and i� insensitive t0 flow rate. 

. One of the most important aspects of experimental tech
nique is the placing of the thermocouples that me'asure 
maximum pad temperature. It has alrea.dy been sh.own that 
thermocouples have to be placed in the hot-spot area. ?\cal 
(J J) has used thermocouples placed further away (i:-qm the 
pad surface than other workers, but the-temperatures he; 

presents are not significantly less than the other published 
results. 

The conclusion to be drawn at this stage is that there is 
insufficient data to state how much the. spread of results 
can be attributed to systematic causes. The indications are 
that pad size and oil viscosity grade, within the ranges for 
which data are available, are not major factors governing 
pad temperatures in typical bearing installations when com
pared with the pivot position and the type of!ubrican1 feed. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The sets of mean performance curves drawn through the 
data presented on Figs. 7 to IO are essentially similar, dem
onstrating a coherent pattern of behavior. Thei'. chief fea
ture is that the constant pressure contours diverge and be
come flatter with increasing speed. This type of bearing 
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behavior can be compared with the characteristics predicted
bv th · t , eoret1ca worf·. � very sir,nple study- _f ,hi:-at transport

-

in a film by Cameron (15), suggests that conduction sl!ould 
predominate at low sliding speeds and that convection:be• 
comes more important as the sliding SP.eed.increases. Fur
ther work by Neal (J J) leads to the· conclusion that at low. 
sliding speeds, when conduction is important, velocity is the. 
most significant parameter influencing pad temperatures. 
At high slidiqg speeds, however, when convection domi- · 
nates, pad temperature will be governed by pressure rather 
than velocity. Since these trends are exhibited by the test 
results, there is hope that a simple thermodynamic. model 
based upon the theory of heat transport can be developed 
to predict pad temperatures. 

So that the results from the four bearing types can. be 
compared, the mean performance curves on Figs, 7 to 10 
have been copied onto the graphs that form Fig. 12 . The 
differences between center- and offs,et-pivoted pads are 
shown on Figs. I2(a) and l2(b). Figure 12(a) makes the com
parison for flooded casings and shows the expected uniform 
20°C temperature difference between the two types.· Fig
ure 12(b) is for the low loss type of lubrication and gives a 
difference which rises from 20 to 30°C with increasing speed. 
The complementary figures 12(c) and 12(d) compare the 
flood and low loss types of feed arrangement. Figure l 2(c) 
shows the difference between the feed types to be about 
10°C for center-pivoted pads, which is up to S�C less than 
expected from work presented in Refs-. (3), (5), and (JO).

Since this disagr_eement is a significant proportion of the 
difference between the two feed types, further work in this 
area would be useful. On the final graph [12(d)l, the dif-
ference between feed types for offset-pivoted pads is seen 
t ease with speed up w· l5°C,- in amµnner very:simila"r · .... 
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to the published work on center-pivoted pads. Overall, the 
four sets of mean performance curves can be seen to present 
a coherent view of pad temperatures covering the normal 
range of bearing duties. 

Bearing in mind the discrepancy noted above, the mean 
performance curves· can be used as a guide to the temper-
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• 

ature levels LO be expected in a typical bearing. From the 
required operating condition and basic bearing geometry, 
the.sliding speed and mean pad pressure can· be calculated. 
Using the mean performance curves, the temperature dif
ference between pad and oil sup_ply can be found, and hence 
the maximum expected pad te.t'nperature. Predicted. pad 
temperatures of up LO I 29°c,are-·usnally quite acceptable· if 
the behavior of the bearing is well undersLOod .. If greater 
temperatures are found, the. curves can be used to indicate 
the remedial action to be taken. One course of action is to 
reduce the mean pressure by increasing the pad area, and 
'suffer the penalty of higher sliding speeds. At the high end 
·of the sliding speed range shown on Figs. 7 to I 0, the per
formance curves are -relatively widely spaced and a reduc
tion in-temperature is normally obtained despite the penalty
associated with the increase in the sliding speed .

REVERSE ROTATION 

Having discussed the normal mode of operation for off
set- and tenter-pivoted pads, a point of importance for some 
users is the performance of offset-pivoted pads during pe
riods when -a machine is running in reverse. Despite the 
prediction of simple lubrication theory, Kettleborough, 
Dudley, and Baildon (12) have shown that offset-pivoted 
pads do have a substantial reverse running load-carrying 
capacity. Further test results are presented here to dem
onstrate this aspect of performance. 

Figure 13 shows steady-state tempe,atures obtained from 
offset-pivoted pads operating in both directions of rotation, 
with results gained from center-pivoted pads of the same 
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size. All tests were conducted on the horizontal test rig shown 
in Fig. 4, with pads 48 mm wide made up into two rings 
(one offset- and one center-pivoted) giving a bearing outside 
diameter of 271 mm. Each bearing was driven at speeds 
from 35,00 to IO 000 rpm and loaded to give 2.0, 3.0, and 
4.·o MPa mean pressure on the pads. Since the test bearings 
were designed to operate at high sliding speeds, low loss 
type of lubrication was employed. For normal operation of 
both sets of pads, oil was supplied at a rate calculated lO 

give a l 7°C temperature rise across the bearing. When the 
offset pivoted pads were tested in reverse rotation, the 
quantity of oil supplied to the bearing was held at the same 
value as for the normal direction of rotation, to model the 
usual reverse running condition. 

Figure.13 shows tpat offset pivoted pads running in r<::
verse reach a highef•steady-stiJte tempei;att,!r'e "than .center, 
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pivoted pads operating at the same duty. However, the dif
ference betwe·en backwards running offset-pivoted pads and 
center-pivoted pads is surprisingly small compared co the 
difference between the normal operation of offset- and 
center-pivoted pads. For the classes of machine that do not 
require reverse operation for extended periods of time, 
offset-pivoted pads give satisfactory results at reverse run
ning duties typiql of normal operating conditions for center
pivoted pads. This advantage has been recogn_ized and used 
for decades by several manufacturers of r-Otating ma
chinery. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has present�d rnaxim·um pad temperature 
result_s obtained from a variety of -��ring� using'.'pads up· 
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to .I 84 mm ·(radial width) in size, at sliding speeds up to 
80 m-s- 1 (2p2ft-s-!) and mean pad pressures up to 4.1 MPa 
(600 psi). Not only doenhe pad temperature·vary with op
erating condition (speed and load), but consistent trends 
have been found in the data for different bearing geome
tries. In a generalized form, the principal conclusions drawn 
.fro� the study are as follows. 

1. At Jow sliding speeds (less than 30 m-�-1
), pad tem

perature is relatively inse�sitive to mean pad pre�sure. 
This .indicates that conduction of heat energy through 
ilie lubricating film is more significant lhan convection. 

:2. At higher sliding speeds (40 to 80 m·s- 1
), pad tem

perature is much more sensitive to pressure and, over 
the·�ange covered

_. 
sliding speed becom_es less impor

tant._ l:his is consistent with heat dissipatipn by con
vection being dominant at high sliding speeds. 

3'. Offset-pivoted pads run approximately 20�C cooler 
than center-pivoted pads. 

4. Offset-pivoted pads operate satisfactorily in reverse.

5. Low loss (direcled) lubrication offers a Lemperature
advanLage over a flooded housing, which rises to l5°C
al high sliding speeds (60 to 80 m·s- 1).

6. Pad size has been shown lo have very little effect on
maximum pad temperature, for approximately square
pads up to 184 mm radial widlh.

7. Lubricanl viscosily grade has also been found to be of
minor importance over the range of typical oils used
in tilting-pad bearings (ISO grades 32 to 68).
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